
Slug:   Murrow   Newscast   Stem   Final   
  

  
Open:   15   seconds   

Anchor/Vo:   5   seconds   

Live   Shot:   split   screen   with   footage   in   field   for   about   4   seconds   
Vo:   About   6   seconds     

Not   sure   what   this   next   part   is.   The   reporter   talks   over   live   footage   for   about   10   
seconds.   Maybe   called   PKG   

Anchor   Lead:   about   20   seconds,   but   she   tosses   it   to   her   co-anchor   who   is   live   in   the   

field.     
Stand   Up:   20   seconds   

PKG:   30   seconds   
Stand   up:   5   seconds   

Reader:   55   seconds   

Vo:   28   seconds  
Reader:   45   seconds   

Stand   Up:   10   seconds   
Stand   Up:   20   seconds   

PKG:   2   minutes     

Stand   Up:   25   seconds   
Stand   Up:   20   seconds   

Stand   Up:   18   seconds   
PKG:   1   minute   32   seconds   

Stand   Up:   13   seconds   

Stand   Up:   14   seconds   
Live   Shot:   41   seconds   

PKG:   1   minute   30   seconds   
Stand   Up:   10   seconds   

Stand   Up:   12   seconds     

Reader:   14   seconds     



Anchor/Vo:   36   seconds     
Reader:   14   seconds   

Tease:   32   seconds   
  

I   think   the   anchors   did   a   pretty   good   job   at   drawing   me   into   the   story.   The   newscast   

didn’t   begin   with   the   anchors   or   anybody’s   voice   which   I   believe   was   smart.   They   
started   with   the   scene   of   the   shooting:   scared   kids,   worried   parents,   and   confused   

teachers.   I   did   get   a   little   confused   when   they   showed   split   screens.   Sometimes   they   
would   have   4   reporters   on   the   screen,   but   then   we   would   only   hear   from   one,   and   we   

wouldn’t   hear   from   the   others   for   a   while.   All   of   the   live   footage   was   very   effective,   

especially   the   little   snippets   of   the   parents.   Mothers   were   crying   and   shaking   and   the   
camera   caught   that   all   very   well.   The   cameras   caught   all   the   reunions   between   parents   

and   kids   and   those   were   very   powerful   moments.   They   should’ve   moved   these   reunions   
and   emotional   moments   up   in   the   newscast   to   keep   everyone’s   attention.   It   seems   as   if   

they   were   trying   to   show   the   story   in   chronological   order,   but   that   seems   meaningless.   

There   were   a   lot   of   back   to   back   standups   by   different   reporters.   I   feel   as   if   they   
should’ve   shown   live   footage   or   something   between   the   reporters   because   I   was   

confused   why   we   had   to   hear   3   different   people   tell   us   the   same   thing   and   not   show   us   
anything.   The   nat   sound   in   this   piece   was   extremely   powerful.   They   showed   the   rushing   

of   the   police   cars   and   fire   trucks   and   you   could   hear   the   students   nervously   shuffle   to   

get   on   the   bus.   You   could   hear   every   sniffle   from   every   worried   parent.   The   PKG’s   were   
the   best   part   of   the   stories.   It   is   a   very   visual   and   audible   story,   and   they   let   that   lead   the   

story.   The   tease   at   the   end   of   the   first   block   was   very   abrupt.   The   anchor   was   like   “this   
was   very   tragic,   but   up   next   is   magic   mushrooms.”   The   story   was   unusual   and   it   impacts   

a   lot   of   people   because   it   could’ve   happened   anywhere.   Even   though   the   shooting   

happened   in   Colorado,   it   still   hits   the   viewers   in   the   feelings.   Lots   of   emotion,   lots   of   
conflict,   and   timeliness.   It   was   very   visual,   not   really   participatory.   In   some   ways   it   was   

evolving   since   it   has   happened   a   few   times   in   Colorado.     
  

  

  


